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Exhibition by UCF artists
adds flair. to Homecoming
by Crickett Drake
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Union of Student Artists is planning an exhibition
oflocal students' work in conjunction with other Homecoming activities. It will be held
Friday Oct. 23 from 9 a.m.-4
p.m. in the student organizational lounge and on the
nearby student green.
The exhibit will host all
kinds of art from sculpture to
paintings and photographs.
It will work around the
Homecoming parade and voting. The theme of the exhibition will be: UCF Homecoming
Arts Hoedown.
There will also be bands
playing among the art. The
first band will play from 11
a.m. til noon.
The current Acting Director
of the Union of Student Artists
is Eugene Marsh.
He said the players will
most likely be the artists
themselves.
The next band, called
Braille Closet, will play after

the parade.
Marsh said the Union of
Student Artists was originally
formed for the creative disciplines including art, writing,
theater, and music and has 15
to 20 members.
The group was reactivated
two years ago after it had been
inactive for about 10 years.
Future plans for the group
include a T-shirt selling fundraiser in late Nov. The buyer
can have anything painted or
can paint anything on the tshirt themselves.
Marsh is also trying to establish different places for art
to be permanently shown.
A couple of ideas suggested
by Marsh include turning
some of the open grassy areas,
such as behind the Humanities building, into an outdoor
museum and sculpture site.
Certain areas of most buildings on campus are other possible sites for the display of
students' work.
Marsh said the art work
could be changed ever so often
to display more current pieces.
According to Marsh, an-

other project being taken on by
the Union of Student Artists is
providing the black box theater with artwork for their
props and sets.
Marsh said the group would
also like to be able to work and
cooperate with the Student
Government Association to
host lecturers.
These lecturers would include any type of artist from
painters and sculptors to authors who would be willing to
share their work and insights
in their field of speciality.
Marsh said the group would
like to expand its membership,
as well as bring art to all other
students.
He said, "The group wants
to bring the arts into the lives
of all students."
He added, "UCF is fresh and
still growing, and has the potential to become a cultural
center."
It is supported by most of
the staff members in the Arts
Department, such as Professor
Johann Eyfellf and Professor
Walter Gaudnek.

Photo Courtesy of Army ROTC

HANGIN' THERE
Army ROTC cadets rappel! off a tower at Camp Blanding,
Florida. The cadets attended training exercises held over the
weekend.

Bolves hired for C&T job on second time around
by Doris Pfister
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

After first being denied a permanent
position by the Equal Opportunity office, a temporary counselor again applied for the job as counselor in the
Counseling and Testing Center and
has been hired.
Ellen Bolves was hired in Feb. 1986
to temporarily fill a position in the
Counseling and Testing Center.
Bolves, along with approximately 70
other applicants from the Central Florida area, applied when the position was
advertised.
However, according to
Director of the Equal Opportunity
Program Janet Balanoff, "the advertisement of the position was flawed."
She said, "Only local candidates
applied, and the pool (group of applicants) was not diversified enough by
race or gender."
"It didn't look like we offered equal
opportunity," said Balanoff.
Complications arose between the

News cIips
•ALCOHOLAWARENESS

President Colbourn has declared Oct. 19-25 Alcohol
Awareness Week at UCF.
Student-run activities on the
local campus, supported by
faculty and administration,
will coincide with National
Collegiate Alcohol Awareness
Week. Students nationwide
are promoting alcohol education.i development of student
decision-making skills and
positive peer influence.

0

Counseling and Testing Center and the
Equal Opportunity Office when Carol
Surles, former associate vice president
for human resources, stated that a
minority candidate was more qualified
than Bolves.
Counseling and Testing felt that
Bolves was "head and shoulders" above
the other candidate and was shocked
that the other applicant was even being
considered to fill the position.
The students were also pleased with
Bolves' performance over the past year
and did not understand why she was
not hired to fill the position permanently.
No one was hired for the position,
which is a cross between personal counseling and working with the peer advisement team.
The counselor who takes O'ferthejob
must be able to deal with students who
have an alcohol or drug dependencies
or who are contemplating suicide, and
must also motivate the peer advisement team.
"It's nothing personal," said Balan-

"This decision should
neverhavetakenlO
months. She (Bolves) has
done a great job as a
counselor and with the
students, and we (the
counselors) are just glad
that this mess is over and
that Ellen was finally
hired."
-Dave Becker,
student assistant for
peer advisement
off, who also noted that Bolves was
"fully qualified" for the job.
The position was again opened, this
time, however, nationally.
Bolves, as well as 150 candidates,
applied.

A review committee was set up to
evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the applicants.
The committee provided screening
and eliminated candidates in a series of
"rounds."
This five-member committee met
during the spring and chose three finalists, one of which was Bolves.
The members of the review committee included:
• Chairman Debra Kusma of the
counseling center
• Olga Garcia, peer advisor
• Mary McKinney, assistant director of financial aid
• Dennis Kamrad, director of liberal
studies
• Judy McGunegle, coordlnator of
testing.
Balanoff stated that a good committee consensus existed between the
members and that all three finalists
were very qualified.
On Mon., Bolves was selected to fill
SEE COUNSELOR PAGE 4
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Alcohol Awareness Week
will include various workshops, displays and activities
across the UCF campus, all
aimed at prevention through
education and individual responsibility in connection with
the use of alcohol. Events will
take place in conjunction with
UCFs Homecoming activities.
Call Kara or Ted at 281-5841
to receive free materials on
Alcohol Awareness.

• CANCER SOCIETY MEETS
Alcohol Awareness Week at
The Southeast Seminole/
UCF initiates a year-round East Orange unit of the Ameriemphasis on alcohol education can Cancer Society would like
and to recognize the to invite the public to attend
individual's ultimate respon- their October meeting at the
sibility for decisions regarding Women's Club at 414 King
his or her use or non-use of Street Oct. 27 at 7:30 p.m. Dr.
alcohol.
Michael Butler will be the
'
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guestspeaker. Formoreinformation, contact Phillip Goree
at 365-5012.

Graduatecoordinators,graduate students, and faculty initiating research projects are
encouraged to learn more
about these and other awards
given by Sigma Chi.

• ARCHAEOLOGY
Dr. David W. Washington,
president of Sigma Chi at
UCF, invites faculty and .• HALLOWEEN POPS
graduate students to the Nov.
The University of Central
4 meeting of Sigma Chi. An- Florida Community Orchesthropologists Drs. Arlen and tra, under the baton of John C.
Diane Chase will present a Whitney, will present its anprogram, "Royal Tombs and nual Halloween Pops concert
Peasant Labor: Maya Archae- at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 30 jn the UCF
ology in Belize." The meeting Student Center Auditorium.
will be held in the BOR at 3:30
p.m. Light refreshments will • PAC ROAD RALLY
be served.
The Hoco Run, Pac Trak III,
In addition to the program the first event of Homecoming
on Belize archaeology, those '87, was conducted Oct. 18.
attending will receive infor- Twenty-five cars competed in
mation on applying for Grant- -this time and distance road
In-Aid research awards . rally which took the competi-
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tors through scenic Central
Florida.
There were two categories
of competitors, Ignorant (for
beginners) and Stupid (for
those who have competed in
road rallies before and are
stupid enough to try it again).
The winners were Kathleen
O'Neill and Fran Mannarine
for the Ignorant category, and
Jolee Whitney and John Miles
for the Stupid category.
The program was sponsored
by the Programs and Activities
Council as part of the Homecoming activities. A special
thank you is extended to coordinator Chris Maier, and Rally
Crew members Stacy Brill,
Victor
Collazo,
Katie
Ferguson, Tom Ruse, and
Chris Walters.
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SPECIAL EDITION

Cover Design and Illustration
Leslie Jorgensen

Cover Story
Tim Ball

AND

The University of Central Florida
Theatre Association

The Central Florida Future would like to thank the
entire staff for the extra patience and effort put
into the making of this special edition.
We would also like to thank Oviedb Publishing for
their cooperation in the making of this special
edition.

COUNSELOR
FROM PAGE 3

the counseling position and
signed a contr~ct with the
university.
The Counseling and Testing
center is very pleased with the
decision; however the other
counselors feel that the deci-

sion was long overdue.
Dave B.ecker, student assistant for peer advisement, said,
"This decision should never
have taken 10 months. She
(Bolves) has done a great job as
a counselor and with the students, and we (the counselors)
· are just glad that this mess is
over and that Ellen was finally
hired."

"LIFE'S ABEACH."
.. .Until the jlooduxuers of a hurricane rip through
tnum, leaving hundreds homeless. !f you cant spare
some time to help...'!JOU O'U{Jht to be ashamed.

present

'THE HAUNTED FOREST'
ON OCTOBER 29,30, & 31, 1987
FROM 7:00·P.M. - 10:00 P.M. IN THE DEAD OF NIGHT!
ADMISSION

locotod on us HQhwOil 192
J<,oll.&mt.. e. or
WALT OtSNEY WOl!lD

just

$3.00
,

=·

=·· ... ~.h/

<;-"Water Mania ., ·

.-~

;:·Located on us 192 just 1.5 Ml. east
. . of Walt Dfsne World

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION:

WATER MANIA • 396-2626

Students have a right to dispute ...

'

1. The professional judgement of an instructor
in assigning a grade.
2. Traffic and parking tickets issued for an
alleged violation.
3. Disciplinary .actions taken by the university.
~®~~»~~

--------------------------------

And other grievances through 'The Student Grievance Proceedure "as found on page 11 ofThe Golden
Rule Student Handbook.
for further information, consult your Golden Rule Student Handbook or call:
ROSS WOLF,·Student Government Attorney General@ X 2191 or
CARLA SCHULZ, Student Government Judicial Advisor @ X 2191
Student Government. .. Students Serving Students ·
Student Government is funded throu h the Activities & Services Fees as allocated by the Student Government of The University of Central Florida
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Don't Drink and Drive.
Your life may depend on It.

•

UCF parking fines on decline
by Jeannene Bumham

---------------~--------1

•

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

•

Saturday Vigil Mass 6:00 P.M.

•

Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon

•

CARNIVAL '87
October 23, 23, 24 & 25
FOOD, DRINKS, RIDES
Sunday Prize - YUGO Car
Saturday Prize - $1,000.00 cash
Friday Prize - $1,000.00 cash

•

1501 Alafaya Trail

275-0841
WELCOME

•

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The amountofparkingfines
issued to cars on·ucF campus
is down.
Parking and Traffic Manager, Ina Carpenter said more
tickets were issued in Sept.
1986 than Sept. 1987.
UCF student, Ken Sobczak
finds this hard to believe. He
said he has averaged a ticket a
week for the past four weeks.
"I usually park next to the
Administration Building
where the meters are located.
That's the worst place to park.
The patrols are out there like
hawks waiting fot the meters
to expire."
There are a total of 10 student parking patrols working
dift'erent shifts Mon. through
Fri. until 8 p.m. each day.
The Parking and Traffic
Department also has one fulltime employee who is around
campus to help students with
problems concerning their
vehicles. He also writes tickets .

When the student patrols
leave at 8 p.m. the Campus
Police Officers take over.
They warn that students
who think it is alright to park
in a space marked "Reserved
24 Hours" or "Handicap" during the weekend hours should
not do so. The fines for those
spots are much higher.
The student patrols do not
have a quota for issuing tickets, but it is their job.
Carpenter said, "We have
more cars on campus this
semester than there has ever
been in my 15 years with UCF.
Years back when the enrollment was 3,500 students there
were 3 designated stl1dent
parking lots and 2 faculty lots.
Now the enrollment is approximately 17,000 and there
are 1 7 total paved lots."
Carpenter also said she has
not been informed of any future proposals for parking
expansion.
Communication major;
Mike Scheuerman drives from
Daytona Beach 3 times a week.
He feels the current parking
situation is here to stay.

•
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Now that yoUve gotten into Central Fl~Jrida,
IBM can help you get more out of it.

•

.

Th road to graduati n · pav d with
term pap rs, lab r
ramming allxams.
nighters and, of o
To eas that journ y and awak n y ur
profes.sors to your ex ptional ahiliti w
suggest the n w t m mber of th IBM
Personal Sy tem/2'" family: th
l 25
Collegiate.
It's a high-power d p rsonal compu r
with advanced graphics capahiliti d ign d
to fit on your desk without adding to the
clutter. And it comes with a g n rou 640 KB
memory, two 3.5" diskette driv and an aid
package every student can appreciate-a big

He said, "fm always reading articles on the amount of
moneytheParking and Traffic
Department bring in from
ticketing and student decals.
I'm curious as to where the
allocated funds are going.
Why don't they use that money
for expansion?"
Scheuerman said mass
transit may be a way to improve the parking problem.
He ·said, "I think UCF
should have a few more buses
for transporting students. who
live within a 5 to 10 mile radi us. n
Another UCF student feels
parking is only a problem if
you make it one.
Shari Meyers, a 20-year-old
student majoring in Communicative Disorders says "timing" is the solution.
She said, "If you get to campus just as the other students
are leaving its not a problem.
You've just got to allow more
time in the morning to arrive
on campus 10 to 15 minutes
before class starts. That gives
you plenty of time to wait for
the perfect spot."

PLEASE!
rIDU1©m:&~
)!'©)~

. ~~

~m;&irmrm&ir

d · ount, pl Mi r ft indows 1.04,
Writ Paint, Card.fit IBM
3.3 and

ARENT
Pop in th load-and-go dis~ tt and
y ur Mod l 25 11 gia is t to help you
writ and r · long pap rs and illustrate
y ur points b mhining words and graphi . o your pr £ rs will draw favorable
conclusions about your work.
fur mor information on the Model 25
Coll giat , visit the IBM Education Product
oordinator on campus. You'll quickly learn
how to get the most out of the -;- =-=--=-= ~
IBM Personal System/2.
.:.. ~~~§:

Microsoft is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corporation. I BM isa registered trademark and Personal System/ 215 a trademark of the International Business Machines
Cocporation . C IBM 1987.

!.
:

YOU
WORTii
IT?

Make the
responsible
choice.
Drinking and getting behind the wheel risks your
life and the lives of others
on the road::: Driving in
Florida is a privilege, not a
right. Enjoy it responsibly.

Sponsored by Yellow Cab Co'ropany,
AMember of
Mears Transportation Group
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Halloween .bash to raise cash
by 'Steve Pcsacls.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jt's time for UCF students

to bare their fangs, get out the
vampire blood, and head on
down to the Monster Mash to
be held at Sweeney's on Halloween night.
This year's ~venth Annual
Monster Mash will be geared
towards UCF, Rollins, and
Valencia Community Collegestudents.
Paul Birutis, coordinator of
Monster Mash, said an agreement with' Sweeney's Fun,
Food and Spirits, the host of
the Monster Mash, will allow
admittance for 18-year-olds

with identification.
.
H~ said they will not be al-

lowed to drink alcohol, however.
The Mash will be held from
8 p.m. to 2 a.m. at Sweeney's,
at the comer 9{.Alafaya Trail
and E. Colonial Drive.
Tickets for the Monster
Mash will be $5 in advance, $6
· at the door, Birutis said.
Some of the proceeds will go
to the Leukemia Society of
America.
Tickets can be purchased at
the UCF Kiosk, Rollins College, Specs Music at S.R.,..436
and University Blvd., and
East-West Records on Orlando
·Avenue.
Birutis said Pi Sigma Epsi-

1

Ion members will also sell tickj
ets in front of the library andl1
cafeteria.
Two promotional parties 1
will precede the Monster !
' Mash.
The first of two promotional
parties prior to the Monster
Mash will be on Oct. 23 at the
Knight Out Pub across from
UCF, Birutis said. There will .
be live entertainment by the
Dead Pigs.
The second promotional!
party takes place at The Wild 1
Exporting automation and assembly equipment to_Singapor1
/I'
shouldn't be foreign to you. Exporting means business. ·
Pizza, Oct. 28, Birutis said.
\!'{';fl/.' \\,-.. . . . . . , Increased sales for your automation slings. material
This party will feature re- I
~ /
~ !) handling and manufacturing aids all over the , ~
duced drink prices, and the•
e..:1\..~ )
~ (~\ world . Call U.S. and Foreign Commercial
~.
first 106 Monster Mash ticket-

f!W1
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Service. l-800·343-4300* Operator 199.

UCF

'In Alaska c.all 1800-H HOOO

THEATRE

----Costume Rental Hours for Halloween
Monday, Oct. 19th
11:30-4:30
Monday, October 26th
11:30-4:30
Tuesday, Oct. 20th
12:30-4:30
Tuesday, Oct. 27th
12:30-4:30
Wednesday, Oct. 21st
11:30-4:30
Wednesday, Oct. 28th
11:30-4:30
Friday, Oct. 23rd
11:30-4:30
Closed October 29th, 30th, 31st
Most costumes will rent for $5. 00 Some more elaborate outfits will cost more. Be prepared
to pay by check and present a valid UCF Identification Card at time ofrental. Costumes
must be returned cleaned. The costume shop is r oom 116 of the University Theatre.

....
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MEAT MART - UNION PARK

Let us he.Ip you with your
Homecoming Party plans!
Der

Hems • Meats • Produce

••••••••••••••••••••
I
LYKES BROS. 8pk./llb
I
•.ALL MEAT HOT DOGS - $1.19/lb•I

--················
275-9692.

TOWER PLACE SHOPPING CENTER

..1.s M. west of Alafava Tr. 10376 E. Colonial Dr.• Or1ando. FL 32817~

Portable radios are
meant for UCF
Football!
Catch the Knights all season 8!)
John Curtis (play-by-play),
Scott Anez (color) and Marc
Deitchman (field announcer)
bring you all of the action!

Exclusively on
89.9 WUCF-FM!
~

.

Your source for UCF sports.

·

•
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Greeks gain record number in Fall rush
in 1986 and 222 in 1987).
According to Anthrop, holding rush prior to
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
the start of classes seems to lead to a higher
retention because the parties do not interfere
UCF's fraternity and sorority rush was up with elasses. The actual number of women who
this year in comparison to any other year in the registered for rush this year was actually
history of UCF's Greek system.
slightly less than last year.
UCFs Greek system, comprised offraternity
Seven hundred and twenty seven of UCF's
and sorority members, makes up 7 percent of Greeks are fraternity men, governed by lnterthe entire student body.
fratemity Council.
Over 1,000 students are a part of Greek life.
There are 10 fraternities on campus, each
UCFs six sororities have over 500 women united by brotherhood and striving for individmembers altogether.
ual and group enhancement and service to
Sororities are groups of women united by a others.
lifelong bond offriendship who strive for scholFor the past couple of years, UCF has held
arship,leadership,andservicetoo~ers.
dry fraternity rush. Unlike other years, no
Panhellenic is the governing.body to which alcoholic beverages were served at the parties.
all sorority women belong. Panhellenic sorority
According to Victor Collazo, assistant direcrush this year was held one week before classes tor of the student center, dry rush separates
started.
some men who are serious about joining a fraAccording to Pam Anthrop, assistant dean of ternity from those who just want to party.
stud en ts, quota for sororities was the highest in
Fraternities pledged 90 more men overall
the history of Panhellenic. Quota is the number this year than last year.
of women left in the rush process divided by the
"We have an excellent fraternity system,"
number of sororities.
Collazo said.
In addition to high quota, 42 more women
He added, "Even our smallest groups would
pledged a sorority this year than last year (180 be average size fraternities on other campuses."
by Paula Rodriguez
,;

A distinctive men's and women's apparel
store which has served the Central
Florida community for
over fifty years.
Colonial
Plaza
894-3061

Park Avenue,
Winter Park
645-4661

Altamonte
Mall
834-3061
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Computer Systems
$995.00 .
Source TURBO System
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Factory Direct at Wholesale
Prices: Proof of Student or •
Faculty standing required.
•
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rFn1r®RSource, Inc.

Full IBM Compatibility
15 Mo. Limited Warranty
640K Motherboard with
Parity Check
AT Selectric Type Keyboard
Monochrome T/S Monitor
MGP ( Monochrome/
Graphics/Printer) Card
150 Watt Switching
Power Supply
Panasonic l 080 I
Printer + Cable
Keyboard Selectable
Dual Speed 4.77 or 8 MHz,
Roted J. l on Norton Utllltles
Optional 8087
Co-Processor Slot
8 Expansion Slots for
Easy Expansion
2 J60K 51 /4. Floppy Disk
Drives

MASH
FROM PAGE 6

buyers will receive a Y106 Tshirt.
Ce1lular One, Budweiser
Beer, and Y106 are sponsoring
this year's Monster Mash. The
Pi Sigma Epsilon marketing
fraternity is also sponsoring
the Mash, Birutis said, as they
have sponsored every Monster

3400 Bartlett Blvd. • Orlando, FL
32811 • (305) 648-0501 •Dealer
Inquiries In Florida, Call Toll-Free :
8oo-634-468s

Mash.
At all the events, prizes can
be won, Birutis said. He said
Prize Coordinator John Bocinsky has collected $10,000
worth of prizes from 44 corporations.
At the Monster Mash,
people will receive door prizes
at random, Birutis said. He
said prizes will be awarded in
costume contests also.
A UCF alumnus who at-

tended the.Monster Mash last
year said he will go again this
year. He said there are lots of
Halloween parties, but, "this is
a good opportunity for BCF
students to have a party where
other students are."
They expect 85-90 percent
of the people will be college
students. He said between
1,500 to 2,000 people are expected to attend.

U.S. Peace CorP.s·

The toughest job you'll ever love.
A Pubhc service ol fus Newspaper & The Advertising Council

• NATIONAL ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK: OCT. 20-25th •

WAttJltJG 51"NS of ALcoUotJsM:
~ pattern can

v-ary, but generallrf follows

~ stage.5:

The person
- drinks to relieve tensions or to escape
problems.
- makes promises to quit, but breaks them.
- nas to drink more and more to achieve the
same effect.
- has trouble stopping after the first drink.

Yf..5
need a drink to get oyer a hangover?

•
like to drink alone?
~~4W"~

WARNING
SIGNS OF
ALCOHOLISM
~~~~

Each alcoholic has

a different drinking
pattern. the one thing
EACH HAS IN
COMMON is an
UNCONTROLLABLE
drinking habit.

rJo

DD
DD

tre road

lose time from work due to drinking?
need a drink at a definite time of day?
find it harder to get along with others?
suffer loss of memory while or after drinking?
find efficiency or drive decreasing?
drink to relieve stress, fear, shyness, insecurity?

perSOrl m~ be on
to alcddism. f2ecogn1z.ing tt-e problem
LS tt-e first .step to Stof:plng It. pJc.d-ciLSm LS ore
condition wl-ere recover; LS alrnas1 entirefyup to tt-e 1nd1v1c\Jal.

1f Of'ly answers ere •YES,• tt-e

DD
DD
DD
DD

NOW There's Help: Alcoholics Anonymous A world-wide self-help group for alcoholics

•

and·problem drinker~.

A.C.0.A.: Adult Children of Alcoholics and other family members to help each other deal
Contact Kara or Terri 281-~841

with the effects of alcoholism.

K~ights gear up for
Stars shine for UCF'
as entire university P.
-,

Top: Wide receiver Bernard Ford has seen open field quite a

bit this year and will be looking for more when the Knights line
up against the visiting Bear Cats Saturday in UCF's annual
homecoming game. Photo by Joe Weinstein. Right: UCF's
cheerleaders push the team to victory. Photo by Don Wittekind. Bottom: Teammates gave Bernard Ford a lift after he
pulled in a touchdown reception against West Georgia last
Saturday. End zone celebrations have become common tor
the Knights, currently ranked 13th in the NCAA Division II polls.
Photo by Don Wittekind.

..
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Top Right: Trumpet player Hal Miller performs a solo during halftime of last week's game against West Georgia.

The Marching Knights can be seen at every home game. and occasionally follow the team on the road. Photo
by Don Wittekind. Above: UCF quarterback Darrin Slack throws a poss in the face of heavy defensive pressure.
Slack, who is ranked notionally for passing in NCAA Division II, will be taking the field this Saturday against the
Northwest Missouri State Bear Cots. Photo by Joe Weinstein. Left: UCF players celebrate after a touchdown against
West Georgia lost Saturday. The Knights scored 52 points in the massacre. Photo by Don Wittekind. Page design
by Don Wittekind.

•
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Homecoming mood
lightens the toad
of World problems
Tpis week has been poor one for positive attitudes.
The Dow Jones industrial average took a dive of
over 500 point; before bouncing back slightly with a
100-pointgain on Tuesday. The United States, meanwhile, sunk two Iranian military platforms as tensions between the two countries intensified. Nearly
700 civilians died in a battle between Tamil rebels
and Indian soldiers in Sri Lanka. In Sports, Billy
Martin was named manager of the New York Yankees, which means in the near future stories of his
feuding with owner George Steinbrenner will dot the
sports pages of America.
All in all, not a good week.
Except at UCF, where it's Homecoming time, and
the mood couldn't be better.
It's the time of year when students forget their bad
grades and their missing Pell Grants, and concentrate on the festivities surrounding UCF. And all the
elements are in place for another great Homecoming
production.
The magic kicks in on Friday, as the floats built by
various Greek fraternities/sororities will vie for
awards after hours and hours ofhard work. The floats
will move down Gemini Blvd., while hundreds of
students cheer them on. And for a while, all
schoolwork will be forgotten.
Then comes Saturday, and the Homecoming
game. This~ear our 13th-ranked Knights, looking for
a playoffbid, will take the field against the Northwest
Missouri State Bearcats. Thousands of UCF fans,
students and alumni alike, will head to the Florida
Citrus Bowl in anticipation of the Knights breaking
their three-year jinx on winning Homecoming. The
magic continues.
With the game comes a new UCF tradition, that of
a concert in the Citrus Bowl. This year's concert with
Air Supply, as well as last year's bash with the Beach
Boys, is calculated to keep both students and alumni
in the stadium after the game, away from the real
world for a couple ofhours longer, adding more power
to the magic that exists.
But the best part of Homecoming is seeing those
who return to UCF after being away, whether it be for
a year orforlO. I tis a return to their Alma Mater, the
place where they received their education inside and
outside of the classroom. It is a time to renew acquaintances, and find out ifJimmy did finally graduate. For these people, Homecoming also represents
an escape from the real world, back to the days when
they were wild collegians with fewer cares than
today.
For everyone, then, the magic of Homecoming
exists, in one form or another. And through Saturday
night, it will remain for UCF students and alumni to
enjoy. And they should enjoy it, because magic only
lasts so long, and by Sunday, the real world will have
returned.
And you'll wonder if your Pell Grant has arrived
yet
~ .
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And in answer to your lettec Tim ...
The answer is: If you have had a chance to read
the letter below by Tim Verwey, you will no doubt
understand the dilemma that he and other graduating UCF students face this semester. As Tim said,
"... why does UCF make it difficult, if not impossible,
for our family and friends to be present at one of our
proudest moments?" I was curious as well, so I decided to find out why pomp and circumstance will be
playing on a Monday this semester instead of a
Friday.
After dusting off the old reporter's notebook, I ·
went to work. I first contacted Provost Richard Astro,
the vice president of Academic Affairs. The plot
thickened, as he referred me to Dr. Charles Micarelli,
associate vice president ofAcademic Affairs and dean
of Undergraduate Studies.
Then, finally, an answer.
Micarelli told me that with the semester shortened
a week, the university still has to meet the 220-day
requirement for classes and exams. Furthermore,
some exams this year are scheduled to be on a
Saturday, and it would be silly to have someone try to
graduate on a Friday (Dec.11) when the person still
has an exam on Saturday, or so the reasoning goes.
Hence, the Monday (Dec. 14) graduation date.
Case closed.
As for the Student Government "HOTLINE"
mystery, I'd be interested to know what they have to
say on the subject.
HOMECOMING: Ah, yes. First of all, the game.
We haven't won a Homecoming game since I came
to UCF. Three straight losing years at Homecoming
time. In fact, the last time UCF won a Homecoming
game was in 1983, when th y upended Valdosta
State, 20-0, before 12,777 faithful. r was a senior in
high school then.
Am I bad luck, I wondered? I don't know, but if we

don't win this year I may have to stay an extra
semester to taste a Homecoming victory.
Just kidding, Mom and Dad.
Anyway, I'm sure the football team will win, and I
will make a prediction: UCF by two touchdowns (at
least.) Oh, and the crowd should double the 1983
showing. Oh 1 one more reason the Knights will win is
that they are going to the Division II playoffs, and
they will have to win this contest in order to do that.
Now, as for the infamous entertainment. I realize
none of us are all that thrilled about Air Supply. But,
if the students throw things at the group and boo
them off the stage, even though they may deserve it;
then who will we get next year? The Bus Boys? Will
it be worse?
The key is, we're on the edge of becoming a big-time
college, one with top-caliber entertainment and a
Homecoming-week program that's becoming a winner. My advice to the student is, let's stay on the
positive side of things, and keep this university growing.
Trees and Shrubs: One final remark on growth.
I see the construction for CEBA II has started. Out
went the trees and shrubs and grass, and in came
bulldozers and heavy equipment. Up went the fences
and in came the construction workers. Out with
nature, in with modernization.
The dark side of growth. Doesn't progress make
you sick sometimes?

'
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Editor:
Why is the UCF Administration trying to prevent our parents
from attending Fall commencement ceremonies (changing it from
Friday to Monday)? Do you all
have something to hide? Could it
be that the gym isn't large enough
or is it because of the lousy sound
system? If our friends and family
members were able to attend this
"Monday" graduation date, they
probably wouldn't be able to hear
our names called out anyway.
I phoned Mr. C. Barth Engert,
coordinator of commencement
exercises, and inquired as to why
the date for graduation was
changed from Friday (Dec. 11) to

the following Monday (Dec. 14).
First he blamed "administration"
by saying it was "their" decision,
which he had no influence over.
Then he said the change was
probably due to the "final preparation day" (?), and to allow ample
time for professors to get their
grades in the Registrar's Office.
How many years has UCF held
commencement and had this problem? NONE! Why now? Who has
ever heard of graduation being
held on a Monday?
I repeatedly tried to call Student Government "HOTLINE" at
281-5300. Apparently, the telephone is too HOT for anyone to
pick it up because nobody answered. Some hotline ... I'm glad
it1s not a suicide hotline.

Because of this administrative
decision, most of my family will
not be able to attend my graduation. This is the culmination of
five years of hard work-so why
does UCF make it difficult, if not
impossible, for our family and
friends to be present at one of our
proudest mom en ts? They changed
the date to suit themselves without any consideration for the students or their families.
I'd like to personally thank
Trevor Colbourn and all involved
in this decision for depriving my
parents of the opportunity to view
their youngest son graduate from
UCF (You Can't Finish.)
Tim Verwey
Civil Engineering
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TEST
DESIRED RESULT
cholesterol
less than 200mg/dl
HDL <High oeosjty Llooorotejns>
29-89 mg/dl
Cholesterol/HDL Ratio
less than 5.0
Blood Sugar
60-115 mg/dl
Hematocrit
(M) ~9-55%
(f) 36-48%
.Urjne
negative
Blood
negative
Sugar
Protein negative

COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH ASSESSMENT
AND
MAINTENANCE PROGRAM

Hundreds of students over the last 1he remaining test scales are written
few months have taken advan- up at the Wellness center, and peer
tage of the CHAMP physiological counselors are on hand to advise you
on what positive steps you can take.
and lifestyle evaluation available Andlfyouhaven'tdoneCHAMP, WHAT
at the UCF Wellness Center. Now ARE vou WAITING FOR? ca112a 1-s841
that you've completed it, you're .~an~d~si~gn~u~p~t~oct~ay~I~~~~~
probably interested in how to inter- WEIGHT WATCHERS
-pret your test results.
•.A n~w 8-week session, beginOne portion of the evaluation in- rnng with a free op~n house on
.

.

October 22 at noon 1n the Health

valves a blood and urine analysis. Resource Center. Just in time to
CHAM Pers, take out the lab reports take off a · few pounds before
we've returned to you and see how Christmas! 281-5841 for more info.
well you scored:

By DARIN BROWN ·

PRESENTED BY THE
UCF STUDENT HEALTH
& WELLNESS CENTER

281-5841
• The Student Wellness Advocate Team
(SWAT) needs volunteers on Nov. 7th to
brow up balloons for release at the UCF Liberty U. football game. Meetings for ·
SWAT are on Tuesdays at noon in the
Health Resource Center; call 281-5841 .
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Classifie

c
87 Honda 4 trocica only 40 h11 of use. $1550
contact Joe 281~.

PROFE&510NAL lYPING
•One mite from UCF Campus•

Holfell Wefted for Floflda'I Finest eHCUttve club. Port time flexible hom $15 per
hr. The Boardroom

DelaGamma
It's lEKE WEEKI! And Honor hal n9ver
IOolced IC> goodl Delta Garm1cx are In
hecMwl becal.e 'W'8 !9 wotklng with TKB
1

EYeryorw be there tonlglt at 1he quad.
Thole who don't show. eat oatmealll
Sigma Phi Epelon
Aoa1bulldng ~tat the Sig Ep Houle!

HOit i8COl i • ig Paode·Ft1·at noon. Good
luck to OU' Homeool t lb IQ CCI ldldate John
s.;;..ii1 Sig Ep/Ttf Post+lomecx>mlrig
Par1y Sat 6p.m. ttl?
Zeta Tau~
UE-'Mlelt fun you or8' We are honored
to be Invited to yo.Jr lien burning aat. Let'•
get PIYChed for the poradel And don't
forget 1he Homecomng party bul. We
kMtyouUEI'"
Kappa Sigma

BLUE CHIP PC by Hyundai w/5121<. par.
aerial ports. lFo. Herc. compatlble video.
tv1S-OOS & GW~C ......................... $599
Green tv1onltor .................................... $119

~~Ibo

Zuckerboard Modems ............ ........... $129
Attention al RIV. 111m, jcMnallsm, and
Logttech CJ+ Molae ......................... $115
commJnlcotlon majofl. gen exper1et IC8
SUllvon's Comput81'1 & Elecfronlcs 6586
by joining the nattonal broodcaltlng society meetings Tueldays 5:Cll leaning re- ' University Blvd. Suite 4. 679-0042.
11-7 p.m VISA/MASTERCARD.
IOUfcel lecture~

laptlll Campua Mnllt1lel
Ewryone II Invited to KNIGHTUTE an evening of Chrtsttan r9Cf90tlol 1. tun and
friendl. KN1GHTUTE Is held Thursday evenings at 6:X> p.m. In the SOL across from
malboxe1. A BCM octMty "because 'N8
care about U. •

1978 VIN Scirocco. for parts $375 or best
offer 293-6664.

ATTENTION~

125 Vanaha corrl)etftton dit racer Hp
cooled. $350. 365-44lll.

In the Korote TOlmC1m811t lost week~.
supremocybytoklnghomea~of

trophlel. IE PIOUDnl (Elpecially the

women, who took al the top trophi8I
posslble).

4"' Kup-Stan

&.JPP.OfJ l l Foo1boll
Did you vo1e for Mike- and Lauo?
Aa
brought to you with no
synthellzers 011.Marior motNa.

I•

Get l80dy for 1he aft nlglter to finish the
homecol igfloat. Preiµne JXJlfySatisdoy at 12:00 and aftetgame party followlnggcme and concert or eailer It you ke.
Dela Dela Dela
Tr1-0e/tc k7."811he Slg-Epl. Everyone's splrtt
II oulsla idll igt L.efs keep It upond get the
float fhlshedl See you at Rosie's f!Ner\/onellll

Tau Kappa Epllon
WANTED: _Bod{ COit.. .contact Noel S. at
275-CRIP. How 'bout that K.C. party ltW
past weekend.. .. c:an you la{ weel~ld
wanlols? TICE and OGt IOlute HOl.lY'M)()() KNIGHTS ... UCF # 1111

Kappa Dela
Happ/ &thday Kappa Delta 90 years
toda'f. JX +Us make 0#1 homeool t t")O
tearri. Get psychedlll Congatulcrtlcn to

Non-smolclng dog O'M'l8t' seelcs aame to
share rrr/ 3bdrm 2bcrth home In Winter
Sprtngs S275. referenoea 695-8n5 lea.'e
meaage.
Female rrrrnt. executtve home lndudea
fun. bectm. laundry Iv. kitchen family

room. ~ .00 mth 679-3Z12.
Room I IClfe-caaelbeny Of'90 2bf 2 1/2
ba townhouse Clean. non-smoker, mole ,
young. close to UCF and Morti'l Eolt Plcl'lt
260 + 1/2 utll coll John at 695-6716 start
Deel .
RC>Ot./MATE WANTED TO SHAAE 2Bdr
1bath home 6 mies from lJCF off Gktntd.
Rd, C>.Nr'l beciOOt 11, fanced yard, washer,
~· Sl75petmot l/3utl. SlOOdep. Coll
Mike at 667-'2!162.
Female lhare 3-bd 2-bth house on Dean
Rd cal 679-6716. 725-8433.

Dl..J>lEX FOR RENT 1/2 mle to UCf 2 bedroom: 2 berth: well to wall corpettng ~
mo 293-1908.
·

loadlng and urloodlng trucband moving
packages \olltthh the termnal. WOO< 1hlftl
avalable: Monday-Friday: 7:00 p.m. to
11 :00 p.m. 01 l l :00 p.m. to 3:00 a .m. or 3:00
p.m. to 7:00 a.m. Salary Is S7fry. Appty to
R.P.S. 3001 Old Winter Gaden Rd. or col

297-3715.
Teiepholte cler1cs part time o .m. or p .m.
eon 001N 249-1181 tneee won't lost.
Air Trottlc Controllers

No avtcrtton exp. nee. 18-621< per yr appll-

cotton Info 1-813-254-l ATC.

wanted. Eom high corrmsslona.1ree Carlbbeonvocatlonland olr1he tlcicetsl Meet
peopie and gain recoglltlon on you
compll OI a Naf1onal Greek Week Promoter. Cal tol f198 1-aoo-525-1638 and
~k for Entef'tc* ment T0U1.

Males needed for locd lp8fTTl donor program at the Fertility Center of Central
Fbrlda. Anorr{rntty gucrontee mone1oty
relrrbnement $35 for ttme and travel
Coll 677-6000 Mon Fri 911.
Looking fora Frotemlty. Sorortty Of S1udent
Orgontzotton thotwoUci Ice to make 500
to 1500 In 1.....-eek on-<::ompua marketing
project nut be orgor4zed +hard wor1<hg
coll Bil 65&-9196.
CANYeW.fD

Aorlda W'trd<:NI Monufoc..

Pan....... llc Oouncl

Winier Porte Condo -

Goffslde ~ 1
bdrm. HINy 436 nea UMler1tty. S~/mo.
plus depollt. 645-16XI.

Peoon 'N'Onted for marketing project
negottoble pct'( houll ool 658-9196.

Kappa Sigma

l<aPfXI Delta Founded
on October 23rd. 18'17
Us90~old

congrcitulatlor

~

ore you reody7 AEKAB

GOVERN~

HOMES from $1 (U repair).
Delnql.ant tax property. RepoHenb 11.
Col 1-805-687-6(XX) Ext. GH-4628 for Cll'rent repo lllt.
5pieoe dinette Set. Fonnlca butcher
blodc top. Ovci, with teot59• x42 •. 4 beige
Naugahyde chdra, costera. Good condition $250. 657-9436. after 6 p.m.

FIOHT CELLULITE \1l
EFFECTIVELY
,Z
·WITH
~

,JnfroS/im,

·Ill

;:j

TAN-FASTIQUE introduces
Deep Heat therapy for the treatment of cellulite and body con- ~
touring. Call today for your free ~
consultation.
~ .
50% OFF
~

H

FIRST TREATMENT
~
Call for appointment• offer expires 10/12/S'r

Rew~ and

cover letters

Designed I Revised

/TVPed ,657-0079

Driven male/female needed 293-6664.

Typing/Word processing: Grad quality
wori<, edttlng. technical. 366-0538.

-

..

Professional Word Procesang

H studenl Dlse<>Unt H
Documents of any kind
DATA ENTRY EXCELLENCE

ABORTlON SEIMCES. birth control Information. pregncr.cy tests and COl.Nellng.
VD screening. low cost. confldenttol services and generol anesthesia. 898-0921
Central FlolkJa Women's
Health Organization

J4Q..(JOJ
Winter Par1c - lrrmed. off 1-4

TYPING. Fast. speclol discount. New location. Call Bemy 629-0545.

eon 1-800-USA-12'21

RESEARCH PAPERS. 15.278 Avalloblel
Catalog $2.00. Research. 1132'2 Idaho.
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toi tree (fm)

351-0222, Ex. 33. VISA/MC or COD

LOST: Rolelg\ 15speed Red boys blce\olltth
a conytng pouch on hind seat. S Reward

275-4117.

A.BORTIOH SSMCES
Locolor IV Sedation. Earty Pregnancy Test.
M:>mlng-after treatment. Confldenttol •
Prt.late. woman-owned: A spec:lal o~
proach to heollh core.
Birth Control Cert• '22-0606
1030 Herman Avenue. Oriando

-

I 'm dtMng to Wi for X-Mas break need:
passenger call: Dee 282-5550

Experienced bQby-11tterGoodwlth kids of
all oges. Avalable Monday, Friday. and

ATTENTK>N c;Q(EISI
NattonalGreelcWeek"YOCOtlon promote!1

~.for placing 1'nt In hXA Wat81TT8on

Rental Into; Reotty 1. 365-.4400.

WOROMASTERS2n-9600

Saturday nlglb, Tuesday and lhLndoy
momhgs untl noon. Reasonable rates.

tur9f. Part tlme/ful ttme. $300 to $500
weekty. Advonoement Opportunltlet.

cori'lg ccn:tlda1tla. Let'sahow o..r Greek
apitt at the parade Ft1. at 12. Don't forget
to buy Yo.I ttcket for the Ftf. ~party at
Rolle'a. lhefewl be free bi.aes lecrk.g for
Rclle's at 7 p.m. crld ret\.mlng at 12.
Come out and showyo.x UCF pndeat the
game on Sat. at 2 p.m. Be su-e to stay for
1heAlr5uppyconcertoftergarne. Hawa
safe+ M\ homeca 1ling week. Get ready
101 the Al Chldren'a ~ l8Moe
project on New. 7-8.

Jaie 677-67r/J.

Fast • Professional •AcctA"afe

ext0627 .

Need a place to live folt1 &,- youlWlf or
wtth a roorrrnate? 1bdrm/l both 'W'Ollc to
UCf, $'Zl5 month, col 2.49-0528.

~~~1,·~f.o.~

c

Financial aid for college Is O'v'Olloble. RE-

package comer hos pat-ttme openings
for poci<age hondlell. The poettton Is for

~Tau<>mega

SlgmaChl

-

All typesofstudentdocumenh. Sane day

servloe avollable. IBM letter quollty word
processing.

General Laborer - needed on o temporary basis for yard \YOl'k and other miscellaneous wOft<. Truck ~I. P1ease coll

SULlS GUARANTEED!

ROHJWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM. a small

awava

concert.

79 Ply Holtzon excel n.nnlng S750; '82 VZ

UCF'a Moo-OlJc-Kwon club proved It's

..Kappa SOna The Ant and The Best .

Al!JJJATOConsfTuctlon Co. ls now t::ddlna
somethi ig OUTRAGEOUS! Come see ff
tomorrow at the PaOOe Al~ BBQ to
folow. sat. -Go Knlgltsl Porty after the

World Set1es/M'I Twins Souvenirs Many
avcilable-thpPed from Minneapolis call
657-9537 Leave message.

1231 S.R. 620, Cocoa. Cal Margie for lntet-

vtew 1-6!1-G516.

Col Today 'Nl-1147.

a

Cal27~77 1.

~

Free P8QI av::y tests. No appointment
neceaary. ~ av::y Information crd
referrol . Confldentlol. True U1e Choice

PreglCJOCy Center. l 405 W. Foll'bonka
Ave., \'JlnterPor1c647- 1477.

Tutoring ovolable fora dasses over 10yrs

expene. ce col 645-1858
Experlet cad tutor for English

(Cof'r1:> I 3t IO: 657-9537.

mEEMONEV
JI.St for the agldng
No repayment
~ IOU'Cel. Cosh for

on; good

purpose- the needy, ltudent 8xpen181.
scholorahlpi. buslnesa. copftaf. etc ...
Complete 4-poge 1st, SS. lOO'I. Guaranteed 90NlJS-16SOU'CGI of signature-only
loons

Dear Noto Boring Chide.
stuff could happen, coll me.

LLOVD'S/CHICAGO '004/l-144
323 S. Ffonklln St.- ChlcoQC>, IL 60600-7095

T.F.•

ACCOUN11HQ MAJORS
BedcerCPA R9'tliew' ii plcnnlng on hcldlng
a mockaeaton In Ortando In eorty Nowmber. No obllgatloo. If lnter811ed, col ~
lect.
(813) 963-7403 Olk for Donnie.

Tony (679-<>835)
Voo're too old to poop aroood. Get you
act together; QUlt the proc:1oslb ig. Get
your degree1 out ot the way eo you can
buy me the e>epenWe hol.&e I wait. before you tun Into o .cm;i.1 old man.
You Nagging Wife.

D.F.

Earn MIOwe.ldy-S60perhunc:i!9d ctcu-

Ned.

lon malled. Guaranteed. Horn8'W'Orkers
needed to perfofm mal eeMcel. ~
flwe PfOWiiCWIW ~ble. Send legal size
~ 1811 oddrwd envelope to
Url1ed SeMoe of America 24X>7 Magic
Mtn. Por1twe7f, Suite #306 Valencia. CA.
91355.

Nice ~ In tt-.ose 501 s.

Depel ICk:Jbte. ~tk>ul glrtl to clean
nice homel n Winier Pafk, Longwood
aeo. Must have Tranlp0f1atlon and Exp&rlence. WOO< 8-3 ssoo per hour. eon 6990545 RooBr Srnth.
Coblnet Bullderl 1UI or part time positions
pick your own nlglt hou11 cdl677-7Zl7 fOf

appointment.

-

Net

Jan,

I'm reaay glad that we're friends crld I
hope that we 'Wiff be friends for a long
tme and I hope that we'I keep having

FASTTYPINQ SBMCE
Welcome.back Knghtll A. Able Typing Is
ntroduclng a frequent aeMoe progam.
Serve 2C'-' by letting UI do al you: typing,
Jon now and ICJ'v'8. Coll about detals.
Quick protealoncil service. UCF's oldest
typing 98Mce. Free revisions. Same 00(
and weekend tervlces. Vba lk Master

To: Junior Carrot Patrol
Remember kids. TOLERANCE ENCOUR-

Cord. CNer 16.700satafledstudentiond4

AGES!

those porttes k>gethel-and we'l atart CM
own business together and we'R get mcrrled and trOOe kids.

•

LO'J9,
Your Fovorlte Ad-Rep {Net)

-F.C.

grouches - 671 -3002,

•

TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK
Tan The WOLFF SYSTEM Way!
Where The Sun Always Shines!

~· ~~~---------

·

•• • •5•Visits
• • • •for• • • •
1 _

:

1

$24.95

:

I 10% Discount with U.C.F. l.D.I
I Coupon expires Nov. 12, 19871

•••••••••••••

(·•·JI USA" 1•

TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON

TOWER PLACE • M-F: 8:30-9 P.M. • SAT: 9-5 P.M.
10376 E. Colonial Dr. • 282-6042 ·
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For D.arin Slack,
the 1987 seqson is
finally 'his year'

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES

by Scott Wallin
Sports Editor

Something funny happened to UCF quarterback Darin Slack this year.
For the first time since he took up quarterbacking ten years ago, he hasn't had to fight for
a starting position. And guess what kind of
result it has had on him?
He's more relaxed. He's more poised. And
best of all, he's not looking over his shoulder to
see if someone else is warming up to take his
place.
It's finally Darin's year.
"This is the first year I haven't had to worry
about my job being taken away," said Slack, a
senior. "There's no fear ofhaving someone come
in and do it better than me."
Last season's competition for the starting
role turned into a dogfight. Quarterback Tony
Lanham and Slack competed for the spot, with
Slack earning the starting role on the season
opener against Bethune-Cookman College.
Suddenly, Lanham began to openly criticize
Slack. During interviews, Lanham would tell
reporters in front of Slack that he started because of his father's involvement with the
Knights' Boosters Club. Head Coach Gene
McDowell denied the accusations to no end.
Some pl_a yers were tom with their loyalties and
it didn't exactly make for the best atmosphere
for either player.
"Last year, some of the players' attitude
wasn't, "we're glad you're the one," Slack said.
"I could only go on what the coach says. He
makes the decisions."
The year went on with Slack seeing most of
the playing time and Lanham announcing he
would leave the team before the last game of the
season.
It may have been the best move for Slack and
the Knights' passing game, the second best
attack in NCAA Division II. Goingintothe West
Georgia game, Slack ranked third among Division II quarterbacks in total yards (passing and
rushing) with an average of 242 yards a game.
Against West Georgia, he completed 32 of 44
passes for 41 7 yards and seven touchdowns.
"Bernard (Ford, UCF wide receiver), the rest
of the offense and even everybody on defense
has taken to supporting what I have done,"
Slack said. "Even after bad plays, they won't let
me take responsibility."
The support didn't come by chance. Slack put
in the overtime on workouts during the summer. He awoke 5:30 a.m. six days a week and
drove to school to lift weights. After leaving for
an eight hour work day at Pepsi Cola Company,
he returned to campus for another workout
with weights. He then ran 3-4 miles and threw
passes for about an hour and a half.
"My objective at the beginning of the season
was to establish the leadership role," Slack
said. "I've accomplished that. The leadership
role is something you take. It's not given."
Slack, forever the criticized quarterback, has
received some blame for UCF's (4-2) two losses

(

Student Legal Services provides
students with an assistance in selected
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
consumer, non-criminal traffic and
uncontested dissolutions. You can
receive attorney consultation and
representation free of charge to
qualified students. Call 275-2538 or
stop by SC 210 for more information or
an appointment.
Don Wittekind/THE CEM'RAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Darin Slack loosens up during a UCF workout.

this year. The losses, to Division I-AA schools
Eastern Kentucky and Georgia Southern, both
ended on interceptions.
"The EKU interception was my fault," Slack
said. "It was a bad read, just a bad choice.
"In the Georgia Southern game, there was a
miscommunication on the play, or else it would
have been a touchdown.
"But I've accepted the fact that' the quarterback takes all the blame for the losses and no
recognition for the wins. It's up to the quarterback to make it work."
Slack has made it work, through the good
and the bad ofhis career. The seven touchdowns
last week is the most thrown by a quarterback
in the history of any Florida college. By the time
he graduates, he will have shattered Dana
Thyhsen's school record of most career passing
yards (4,982). Slack has 4,919 going into
Saturday's game, with four games after that.
"People's opinions are people's opinions and
that's all they are," Slack said. "They weren't
there at 5:30 in the morning. I won't call them
unfair because they're entitled to their opinion."
He can block out opinions and he can block
out criticisms. Actually, when it comes down to
it, Slack plays the game for only one reason.
"I'm out there for one purpose, and people
may laugh, but I'm out there for the Lord,"
Slack said. "It's discouraging when you don't
have many friends; you find out how good of a
friend He can be. People may disagree, but I
don't care.
"On my priority list, He's first, football is second. That's the way it'll always be."
Even with the demands of football, Slack
manages to stay active as the president of the
campus chapter of the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes. He also speaks at various youth banquets in the area. In the last two and a half
years, he has spoke at more than 45 schools. All
this and he has been able to maintain a "B"
average as a communications major.
"My off the field demeanor is just as important as it is on the field," Slack said. "This is a
first-class program and I want to maintain that
first-class image for all concerned."
Slack ne~tly fits the title of a first-class foot- I
ball player to a tee. But he is 1
bothered when people view I
him as only a football player.
"Those who really know me, 1
the ones who take the 1 Omin- ;
utes to talk to me, know there's 1
more to me than putting on a I
helmet and busting heads on
Saturday. That's a part of me,
but on the pecking order, it's
not first."
There really couldn't be a
better way for Slack to make
his exit from UCF football. His
sights are set on a Division II
championship. Ifhe continues
to play the way he's been going,
the goal may be a reality.
"It's sort of like the stage js
set," Slack said, "and this is my
final act. I hope the finale is as
good as I want it to be. When
I'm done, I'm hoping it'll be the
best year I've ever had. The
Don Wittekind/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
rest is in God's hands. I'll let
Slack finds time tog Ive thanks after UCF' s game against West him take control. Without his
help, I wouldn't be here."
Georgia. Slack threw seven touchdow n passes.
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Florida, Class of '78)
any difference. But in actualFlournoy also played at ity it is the toughest game to
Florida but had mixed emo- prepare for."
tions about Homecoming.
Flournoy added that his
"Homecoming is a week
"Homecoming was a spe- Gator teams always played
where the community is num- cial, spirited time and we weak teams and that players
ber one. It ties athletics with looked forward to playing in never wanted to lose the game,
alumni and student body. front of all our parents and especially the seniors. As a
Every week should be Home- friends who came. However, coach, Flournoy has to deal
coming week."
the night before the game, with the distractions.
Bennett does not feel Home- people like Bob Hope and
"Coaches have to insist that
coming is a distraction, as long Robin Wllliams performed at the players do the same things.
as things are in the right per- the Gator Growl that the team We want the players to enjoy it
spective.
never got to see because the but not to the extent where
"There are distractions for coaches took us to Ocala to get they sacrifice preparations for
the game. Homecoming, howplayers every week, but Home- away from the distractions."
coming has a few more. As a
Despite all the events the ever, is a necessary distraccoach, you have to stress that game was like any other to tion."
the number one priority is to Flournoy, but preparation was •Rick Stockstill, Assistant
Head Coach/ Receivers
win the game and then sec- different.
ondly have fun. After all, the
"The game itself was like Coach (Florida State Unigame is a part of the festivities any other game. The players versity, Class of '82)
Stockstill only remembers
did not get to see the pregame
• so we have to perform well."
•Melvin Flournoy, Inside or halftime shows. If it were one thing from Florida State
Line backers/Academic not for the events during the Homecomings he played in.
"My junior year a guy ran
Coordinator (University of week, the team could not tell

.• FROM PAGE 16

for Homecoming Queen and
"Hometrning meant playwon. I guess nobody thought ing before our largest crowd of
he had a chance so they voted the se~s . I also had an uncle
for him."
who us a to play there and he
As a player, Stockstill ap- alway came to the Homecomproached the game like any ing game."
?ther. ~e tried to k~ep things Tpe positive atmosphere of
m t~e nght perspe~tive by not /?-omecoming made it a fun
g.ettmg caught up m the par- time for Lounsberry. Howties 8:fld parades. Af3 a coa.ch, ever, his greatest Homecomhe tnes to stress his playmg ing memory occurred in high
days philosophy.
•
school.
"We have to emphasize the
"In high school we always
importance of the game and
played our big rival for Homenotgetcaughtupin thefestivi- coming. One year I picked up a
ties. It is easy to get distracted
fumble and ran for a touchwith all your friends and the
down, the only one in my high
alumni on campus for the
school career."
week."
Now he is concerned that
•Eaul Lounsberry, Offensive Line Coach (Simpson his players will let the distractions hurt their preparation.
College, Class of '73)
But,
as a player, Lounsberry
Homecoming was a little
had that problem.
never
different for Lounsberry, who
played at Simpson College, a
"As a lineman all the games
small Iowa school.
seemed the same."
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Exporting your hi,gh class styling gels. and conditioners
_to Canada shoulan·t be foreign to you. Exporting means
~~.u.~~(f ~' business. Increased sales for facial creams. oils. and
\'i f if/'f Ii~/'
health and beauty aids of all kinds. all over the ~
world. call U.S. and Foreign Commercial Service. UM
1·800·343-4300* Operator 199.
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Party Bus Road .Trip?
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FLORIDA A & M
game on

November l 4thl
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DESTINATION:
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Sign up at the
Student Government
Kiosk
(Time and Price to be announced at a
later date)
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Ending the homecoming slump
said last year's team had
trouble preparingfor the game
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
because of the festivities.
"Hopefully the older players
The UCFfootball team (4-2) on the team will provide leadwill try to put an end to its ership so we will not take the
three game ~..omecoming skid game lightly," Underwood
when the Kmghts face. North- said. "We were a superior team
west Missouri State (2-5) at 2 to Wofford last year, but they
p.m. Saturday at the Florida rose to the occasion."
Citrus Bowl
Senior wide receiver BerUCF, ranked 13th in Divi- nard Ford agreed, saying, "The
sion II, must win its remaining problem last year lied within
games to make the playoffs, ourselves. If we go out and exeand last season's Homecoming cute like we should, we're
upset to Wofford ended the going to win; if we get lackadaiKnights' hopes of receiving sical, we're going to lose.
their first playoff bid.
Several Wofford trick plays
and six UCF interceptions S
f
I
provedtobethedownfallofthe ' C?me o ou_r P <;Jvers
Knights'. However, UCF quar- Wiii be playing In a
terback Darin .Slack, ~ho big stadium against
threw five of the mterceptions
b'
f
in the game, is optimistic a
pr<?gram. or
about this year's Homecom- the first time. I JUSt

by Scott Broden

'G

in~I like to think
. a year
. thi sis
of new beginnings," Slack said.
"We want people to think we
have a first class program and
winning the Homecoming
game is a part of the new beginning for this year's team.
"This is a m.ust win game.
Our playoff hopes are on the
line. We've dismissed last year
out of our minds. Although,
you recall the feeling you had
when it happened, so you don't
let it happen again."
Starting guard David Underwood, a fourth ye~ junior,

hope we can be
respectable.
-Vern Thomson
NWMSCoach
"It's very important for me
to win Homecoming. I want to

do well, and I want everybody
to be happy. Homecoming is an
art. It takes time to put together and football is an art
that also takes time to put together. So we're going to put
both arts together and try to

make a good thing."
Senior nose guard Sylvester
Bembery said the team in past
years has come into the game
lackadaisical. "If we want to
win the national ch~pion
ship, we have to win this
game," Bembery said.
"We have to play this game
like it's Eastern Kentucky or
Georgia Southern. If we lose
this game, we can kiss our goal
good-bye."
~[ Kickoff:
Saturday, Oct. 24, 2:00 pm ?.
Coach Gene McDowell said
that coaching a team during
Homecoming is harder. "You
have all kinds of distractions
coaches:
Vern Thomsen, NWMS (23-28-1) ~
that make it harder to prepare %
the team."
~
Gene McDowell, UCF (14-14) ~
"That's why I hope we can
play a weaker opponent since
you have your mind on the ,
•· · ";&"°(./.•
''"'' . •<•·7.1·, ,....
game and Homecoming. I hope ~:iMwf&U.~tWWitJJ~t.iJt~t.i~w~~::.,P&A3~K$,,,~=·;Ji:filSvw9J)m~~g~E=·";,;${
we can keep the players' minds
Players to watch
~
on the game better than we did
·~ucF #11 Darin Slack (QB) ..... 116 of 232, 1671yds.,15 ms ~
last year."
Meanwhile, NWMS coach ; uc;: #8 Bernard Ford 0NR) ..... 52 catches, 880 yds., 7 TDs 1~
Vern Thomsen wonders what ,~ ucr #41 Mark Giacone (RB) ..... 24 carries, 180 yds., Oms ~
he can do to prepare his team ~UCF #44 Perry Balasis <RB) ......... 31 carries, 144 yds., O TDs
to upset the Knights. "UCF is a :NWMS #9 Mike Norby (QB) .......... 19 of 40, 209 yds., 2 ms ~
lot better than a 13th ranked
NWMS #40 Johnny Faulkner (RB) 77 carries. 321 yds. 1 TD ~
team," Thomsen said. "If I had
NWMS #6 Phillip Quinn
0NR) .. 17 catches, 324 yds., 2 TDs m
'"'.I'''''"'·'-"· .•.•.•.•.•.·.•.·>•.·.·.·I'· .••., ••, ..................,,.....•.•,•.·.-.·.·.·,,..,,,.,,,.,.•_•.·.•.•.•·.........•.•.•,•.•.·.·. ,.'.f·'-'.1'.'-'•'·'·'·'·''·'•'''·'•''"·""=·
a vote, I'd put them in the top
three because that's where
they belong."
"You just try to stop him but playing in a stadium that
Thomsen said he is not sure you can't stop him. You can holds 7~500 people.
how his team should defend only slow bim down a little
"Some of our players will be
Ford, who is leading the nation bit."
playing in a big stadium
in receptions with 62 and reThomsen added that he is against a big program for the
ception yardage with 880. "We concerned about how his first time," Thomsen said. "I
may come down there and give young players will react to just hope we can be respecteach one of our kids a gun," playing in the Citrus Bowl, able."
Thomsen said.
since the Bearcats are used to
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Coaches look back on homecomings .past
by Chris Brady
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

"Do not let your players get distracted by the festivities. Stress to your
players that it is just another game.
Even though it is not. To keep the
alumni happy and your job you must
win this game. If possible, schedule a
patsy like St. Paul's School of the
Lame.
11

This seems to be the basic philosophy coache~ take toward the Homecoming game. Six assistant UCF football coache~ shared philosophies and
memories of their Homecomings as
players and coaches.
•Perry Moss, Defensive Coordinator (University of Illinois, Class of
'49)
As quarterback for Illin,ois, Moss
remembers two homecoming games.
Playing in the _Big 10 Conference, the
luxury of a weak homecoming opponent was not available.
"We played Ohio State for our homecoming which was also a big conference
game. It was a miserable early November day. The temperature was 30 degrees and it was sleeting with 25-30
mph winds. We won 14-9 and I scored
a touchdown on a quarterback sneak
from a yard out."
The 9ther homecoming game Moss
remembers was not an Illinois homecoming game.
"We were the opponent for
Michigan's homecoming. It was the
same year as the Ohio St.a te game and
we beat Michigan to spoil their homecoming. Those two wins gave :us the Big
10 championship and we went on to win
the Rose Bowl"
Moss as a player and coach knows
the importance ~f the hom,ecoming

•

Photo Courtesy of Perry M0$1

Perry Moss (right) celebrates wtth an llllnols teammate after the Illini defeated
Ohio State 14-9 In a homecoming game. Moss scored a touchdown In the
game .to lea~ the llllnl. Moss Is now UCF's defensive coordinator.

game.
"You really prepare harder and are
more intense because the game is the
highlight of the week. All the alumni
and old fraternity brothers are there,
so it is a must win game.~
The length of Moss' coaching careel'
reflects his personal success in homecoming games.

"I always won as a player and have
won most of the homecoming games as
a coach. That is probably why I am still
coaching because a coach will not be
around long if he loses homecoming."
•Mike Kruczek, Offensive Coordinator/ Quarterback Coach (Boston
College, Class of '76)
Kruczek thought the homecoming

tradition at Boston College was not as
intense as it is for Florida State where
he coached. Nevertheless, it was still
important.
"You never wanted to lose a Homecoming game and we never did at Boston College. If the coach schedules
right, the opponent should always be a
weaker team."
Playing at Boston College, Kruczek
never saw Homecoming as a big game
when he was a player. He feels players
don't treat the game any different than
others.
"I wanted to win just like any other
game, but I did not go into the game any
different. The emphasis of Homecoming comes from the alumni. Thatis who
Homecoming is for - the alumni"
Now that Kruczek is a coach he tries
to stress that Saturday's game is not
any more important.
"We can not emphasize this week's
game any more than the others because it is Homecoming. We are going
to go after them and try to win just like
every game. We go into each game
thinking that it is the biggest game
ever."
•Bruce Bennett, Defensive Backs
Coach (University of Florida,
Class of '66)
Unlike Boston College, Homecoming at Florida is a big deal, high lighted
by the Gator Growl concert and game.
The Gators now play weak teams for
Homecoming, · but when Bennett
played they did not. In fact, they were
the underdogs.
"We. had to play an outstanding
Mississippi team for Jiomecoming. · Ole
Miss was nationally ranked but we
upset them and I had an interception."
Bennett sees Homecoming as a vital
community event.
SEE COACHES PAGE 15
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Love dominates Homecoming's Air Supply

•

by Steve J. Pustelnyk

•

Air Supply, often called "Two of the greatest practitioners of the artful love song", in contrast to years past, may
not muster the excitement they once did with their love
ballads, but this hard working band from Australia is still
churning out first class albums and touring as much as the
most dedicated road bands.
Following their "In Motion Tour '86n in support of their
new album, Hearts in Motion, which was released in July
of'86, they are once again on the road. UCF's Homecoming
Game will be just one stop on the second leg of their 1987
North American Tour which has already taken 24 cities.
Air Supply has been on tour since the release of their
first album, Love and Other Bruises, in 1976. The album
went ~ld in Australia, selling 500,000 copies in just six
weeks. The single, of the same title went to number two on
the Australian charts.
By the end of1976 the band drew 90,000 people to an
outdoor show in Sydney, Australia and embarked on a 60city U.S. tour as opening act for Rod Stewart.
The Air Supply duo of Graham Russell and Russell
Hitchcock met in 1976 while working on an Australian
production of Jesus Christ Superstar. Within months they
had made their mark on the pop music world and were
headed for the top.
On the heels of the success with Love and Other Bruises,
the band took a break. Graham took a vacation, on which
he penned "Lost in Love." While on a trip to Europe in
1978, he was surprised to read a report that "Lost in Loven
was being called a monster hit in the U.S.
The band's album, Lost in Laue, eventually went
platinum as did the two follow-ups, The One That You Love
and Now and Forever.
The fourth release, a Greatest Hits compilation went
triple platinum, sellingthree million copies. One release
from the album, "Making Love Out of Nothing at All," was
a top five single.
The album Air Supply followed Greatest Hits and started
the downfall of the band. The album only went ~Id, not

I1
J

J
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AIR SUPPLY FROM PAGE 1
anything to sneeze at, but not as successful as previous releases.
The album Air Supply was of the
same quality as previous releases, but
a changing atmosphere on pop radio
began limiting their access to varied
audiences who were once overwhelmed.
The newest release, Hearts in Motion, has relied more on the dedicated
fans than radio play to increase sales.
Two songs, "lionely is the Night" and

"Put Love in Your Life," got some attention. Both are well produced, but
haven't been able to muster the attention of previous releases.
The new album however, seems to
have more of a kick than the previous
albums. "The album will surprise a lot
of people," said Bernard Edwards who
produced most of the album.
"Russell and Graham wanted a little
more edge to the 'sound and some funky
rhythms and I gave it to them," said
Edwards.
Russell adds following the release of
the album that "... we recaptured the

magic that we had in earlier years, and
I think people will recognize that."
The new album does have more
upbeat tracks, but it is not an entire
departure for the old sounds of Air
Supply. Songs like "You're Only in
Love," "Time for Love" and "Hope
Springs Eternal" still capture the feelings of love and devotion many have
come to expect from the band.
On a more personal side of Air Supply, Graham Russell has had plenty of
time to examine love in the past few
years. His short lived marriage was
torn with the rigors of touring and gave

him new insight about love and relationships.
His partner, Hitchcock, has recorded a solo album due for release this
fall, but he insists, "any rumor of a
breakup of Air supply is a lot ofhot air."
The homecoming concert is sure to
be a success even with all the complaints about the choice of groups. Air
supply is to be given credit, they were
the only group contacted that wanted
to play UCF's homecoming.
Air Supply gets credit for accepting
and is sure to attract a strong following
to this weekend's concert.

Air Supply's Greatest Hits, Triple platinum

•
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UCF students bring intensity
to Ibsen's play Hedda Gabler

4895
2495

by Diana E. Della Costa

~

Hedda Gabler. She's a
complex creature driven by
desire for poW'er over others
only to succumb to someone
else's. This is the essence of
Henrik Ibsen's play of the
ortando.FJ
saine naine.
ON CAMPUS NEXT
The story revolves around
TO THE BOOKSTORE!.
four main characters and
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 their obsession 'With the past
and their repugnance with
the present. Through the
"Ibsenian Retrospective
Technique," the actors reveal
the eccentrics of their perspective roles. And they do it
well!
November
To add to the intensity of
the drama, Director McKay
seated the audience on the
0
stage
thereby
giving
spectator's the allusion of
TERM
peering into the souls of the
PAPER
actors before them.
rn
DUE
The stage set 'Was elegant
11/27 i\I
19th century decor intact
with ornate silk floW'er ar·.•. -:. . :.•>". l~~
rangements. An antique
We offer word proces ing,alaser
wood frame chair 'With tapesprinter
(for
a
truly
professional
Business Center
tcy seat along 'With a marble
look), computer graphics, a scantop table. cast iron stove and
Holiday Inn
ner and Desktop Publishing. We
writing desk gave the setting
UCF Area
a1so have a Harris 3/M copy
a homey touch. The focal
12125 High Tech Ave. machine with color (red &b blue)
point however. 'Was the two
capabilities. We are located in
Orlando, FL 32817
velvet lavender chaises
the Holiday Inn right across from
where most of the play's diaUCF (behind the UC6 Theaters).
logue took place. The entry
"Way and one wall had
mounted from ceiling to floor
a gilded mirror which added
an eerie sense of depth to
what was taking place.

BIKE~/~~
CyJ'es

Term Paper Due Tomorrow?
Call Us, We Can Help!

26 ~

Executive
Services

~

249-1263

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
RATES FOR STUDENTS.

Theater
Hedda, nicely played by
Susanne
Chrosniak.
brought
out
the
protagonist's fears, 'frustrations and realizations of a
new wife 'Who is bored 'With
her present situation. Her
only escape from the prison
she has espoused herself in
is to control the lives of those
around her. These include
her husband, Jurgen Tessman, 'Who was quietly portrayed as an easy. gentle,
soft-spoken man by Kenneth
Preuss, until provoked to
release his own pent up psychological stress through
violence.
Hedda's old friend and
competitor of her husband's,
Eilert Lovborg, "Was vividly
characterized by Craig
Eicher. His passion for
Hedda surfaces immediately
while his personality is in
direct contrast to the others
in an almost boisterous
manner due to his desperation in losing the one thing
he loved. Judge Brack. aptly
played by Tim Groover. ultimately gains the upper hand
on Hedda through sexual
innuendos and blaclanail.
The love triangle is complete 'With Mrs. Elvstead, a
classmate of Hedda's and
Lovborg's mentor, portrayed
by Anne Dodd 'With a nnxture

of · humanness and sweetness. Berta, Tessman's maid
played by Lisa Passmore
projects another person's
intimidation by Hedda, and
Miss Juliana Tessman, the
aunt, was played by Charline
Ahlgreen to be a kind and
caring individual.
The costumes heightened
the aurora of the feigned
sophistication shroud in insolence and sadism. The
ladies 'Wore evening goW'llS
along 'With Hedda in scarlet
red, while the men were
frocked in white ties and
tails.
An added effect was the
llghting from a period piece
chandelier in the middle of
the room 'Which cast a 'Warm
glow on the side areas of the
stage scenery and soft shadOW'S on the audience.
A clever ploy to end intermission 'Was done through
the playing of a taped exchange of the cast bringir!g
forth their inner selves. In
addition, private voices were
well coordinated 'With the
player's speeches intermittently throughout the play.
The production of Hedda
Gabler was the culmination
of many hours of rehearsal
under the direction and encouragement of Dr. Marilyn
McKay. The cast, staff and
production crew came together as one and richly deseive the long awaited sound
of applause.

Come and experience the woodsy charm.
Prices include these features:
• 3 points of the mortgage amount
towards closing costs
• 10-Year "Home Buyers
Warranty''
• Financing Available

• Full-Size Washer & Dryer • Paddle Fan ·
• Mini & Vertical Blinds
• Refrigerator .
•Owner's Title Policy
• Dishwasher

Within walking distance from UCF
Affordable prices start in the 40's
2 & 3 Bedrooms with two full baths.
CALL: 275-9100

LOKANATOSA TRAIL
~~~
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Home~oming

thoughts
from an American chap
seems to matter. I understan~ that there were constraints on the booking of a
"big name" act, namely
money and availability, but
surely a more popular choice
would have created a little
more excitement. I've had
people tell me "it's free, don't
complain" and "it's my athletic fee they're spending on
this crap".

by Paul Price

They said write a column
on Homecoming. I said
"'What. the Jane Fonda
movie?". "'No, the event!" they
said, "and the Jane Fonda
movie was Coming Home". I
told them I didn't know anything about Homecoming
and they said that was just
"'perfect." I asked if I could
write about something else
and they said no and told me
to go away.
Homecoming has never
meant more to me than the
distance, amount of time and
means of locomotion between wherever I was and
wherever myfamilywas. This
is obviously not what they
wanted, so I set out to discover the meaning of the
word as defined by the people
it really affects most. the UCF
students.
One thing that I discovered almost immediately was
that a lot of people are not
overly lln.pressed with the
choice of the band for the
occasion. Personally, and
this is a personal · opinion
column. I could care less for
the band that has been chosen. but since l'm not going
to attend anyway it hardly

"'What does Homecoming
mean to you?" the most
popular answers were "an
excuse for a party", "one big
party" and "a party".
Since when did students
ever need an excuse for a
party?. Football was the second most popular answer,
with variations of 'Tm not
sure", "Nothing" and "Not
much" running a close third.
The most intelligent answer I
received was "To bring the
alumni, student body and
the local community together with the emphasis on
football, fun and music. If
this is the real deal then two
out of three isn't bad.

1•95•520

COCOA

~Doiy
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CHARLIE DANIELS BAND

THE CHARLIE DANIELS BAND
Fri., Oct. 30, 8:00 PM
Sponsored by SLIM JIM ®&
K792 FM $12/person
Doni miss this ·1egend· of Country Music!

OCT. 31st

NIGHT RANGER

BREVARD'S
BIGGEST
HALLOWEEN PARTY
Over $1,000 in cash &
prizes for the best
costume. YOUTH TEEN-ADULTS
VARllETY 107

Fri., Nov. 6, 8:00 PM
Sponsored by:
BJ·105 FM
& AGREE
$12/person

STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN

STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN
& Double Trouble
Saturday, November 7, 8:00 PM
Sponsored by: WDIZ FM
$12/person

•

featuring
Cantonese, Mandarin,
Szchuen,Hunan
Private Parties To
Accommodate 35
'The best autfientic Cfiinese
~taurant on tfie ~ast side of town!

FOR INFO: 639-3976
1111tn

SA VE WITH ADVANCE
GRANDSTAND TICKETS
AT SELECT-A-SEAT

CELEBRATING OUR
FIRST ANNIVERSARY!

LUNCH from S2.75
DINNER from $4.25

281 - 1864
reservations suggested

11786 East Colonial Drive
Alafaya Village • Orlando, FL
.

-

M-F: 11:00-10:00•S&S:11:30-10 P.M.
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DRINK RESPONSIBIY. ~. Acting to .c hange a city's image

*

When the Knights Win...You Win!

•
•

Anheusu-llusc.h, Inc

UCF STUDENTS AND FACULTY MEMBERS CAN RENT 2
MOVIES FOR THE PRICE OF 1, EACH & EVERY WEEK
OUR FOOTBALL TEAM IS VICTORIOUS.

ltilL VIDEO RENTAL
11490 E. Colonial Dr.
Union Park
(next door to the Photography Studio)

•
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20/20 Eyecare Center will give you FREE, one pair
of S.V. plastic prescription sunglasses when you
purchase your regular pair of complete eyeglasses or contact lerises.
Eye examinations on the premesls or bring your prescription .
Order must be accompanied by COUPON & STUDENT 1.D.
Not valid with other coupons or discounts
Not valid on prior orders
Includes solld color tint
Choose from selected frames - No &Jbstttutes

University Park Plaza (near X-TRA)
411 S. Semoran Blvd. Winter Park

• L--J~~~~-~~~~-~2!-~---~

by David Schlenker

When you think of Kissimmee. what is the
first thing that comes to your mind? "I think
of tourists ... says Mark Burke, a UCF sophomore. Another UCF student, wishing to
remain anonymous, thinks of "rich hicks."
One does not usually include cultural aspects in their description of the town, yet The
Osceola Players are trying to change that.
Last weekend closed _The Players' threeweek run of the Tony Award-winning
play.Hello.Dolly. The show was a true success, as a cast of over 30 proved that small
town theater can brtng people to their feet
night after night. as well as any other. Still.
the theater needs more support.
The idea of community civic theater is
rapidly spreading throughout Florida. A
modem. theatrical Renaissance has raised
hundreds of southern curtains in the past
few decades. yet the problem is, more often
thannot. publlcapathy: toomanyartlstsand
too little art-lovers.
The actual term 'civic.· implies that the
work, whether it be acting. set-building,
reservations, etc., is mostly volunteer. The
income derived from a civic theater originates
solely from ticket sales, program advertising,
and contributions of dedicated supporters.
The Osceola Players work out of the
Osceola Center for the Arts, a small building
hidden by a vast forest of pines on South U.S.
192. The auditorium itself is a bit drab. but

fairly comfortable. The stage is large enough
to seIVe its purpose. yet the dressing rooms
are cramped and somewhat of a firetrap. The
orchestra-pit is. indeed. a pit. Six inch risers
lift the musicians out of what is lOVingly
called "the moat." (That is, of course, if there
no more than four players in that particular
show·s orchestra.) As with most community
theater groups, The Osceola Players simply
require more funds and physical support.
"'There just needs to be more community
involvement in the theater, because there are
just a certain amount of people doing all the
work." comments Kenny Thompson, musical
director and pianist for Helln,DoUy. "We have
a lot that are volunteering. yet we still need
more people; and we do need to get a good
resident-director."
This is not to say that DoUywas under poor
direction; Thompson was referring to the fact
that The Players need to do-away with the
risky concept ofhiring a different guest director for each play. HeUo,DoUy got lucky this
time with its mystery director. Frank Carroll
was asked to direct the dJfficult show, and
with several credits from around Florida, as
well as performing on Broadway, Carroll
more than pleased the few elite theater-goers
of Kissimmee with the final product.
"'The deepest pleasure I received from Dolly
,.. Carroll explains, "was to see it living,
laughing, resounding and interacting with a

SEE PLAYERS PAGE 7
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Call your mummy.
IDUJJ(CI[~~

W@lUJill
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You remember. he wa
alway th re when you were
fright ned. And if you got hun
he wa tanding by with bandage . Wouldn't it feel good
to talk to your mother again
right now?
Calling over AT T Long
Di tance ervice probably
cost less than you think too:
And if you have an que tions
about AT&T rates or service,
a cu tomer service representative is always standing
by to talk to you.Just call
1 800 222-0300 .

Sure, your schoolwork and
your friends keep you busy.
But call home and find out
what she's wrapped up in.

ATs.T

The

rig~t

choice.

YOU
WORI'H
IT?
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AND
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DONT
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Across

•

Down

5. fast, quality copies
9. great service
12. convenient hours
14. binding

1. passport photos
2. friendly staff
3. flyers, brochures, reports
4. much, much more.

'
•

'

Great copies. Great people.
65'8-9518

628-5255

12223 University Boulevarde
(University at · Alafaya)
Orlando, FL 32817

127 West Fairbanks Ave.
(Fairbanks at Park)
Winter Park, FL 32789

•

•

•
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United
Parcel
Service

I ~ I

Part-Time Positions Available

•

•

•

rector that we can 'c ount on."
Maybe the character of.
Dolly Levi, played by Mary
variety of flavors, shaped and Frazier, can sum-up the
shaded by widely divergent theater's solution for us. "My
talents." Carroll went on to late husband, Effrom Levi,
say that he has been "ap- used to say: money, pardon
proached" by The Players to the expression, is like mado more shows in the future. nure. It is no good unless it
Still, in order to grow, a per- goes circulating through the
manent, resident-director is people- inspiring young
urgently needed.
things to grow."
"As a community theater. I
The Osceola Players conthink it does vecy well," Th- tinue their season this year
ompson continues. "It goes with A Christmas Carol.
through slumps, just like opening December 4. With.
any other theater; we have to the desired support, The
draw from Orlando or Kis- Players hope to present Kissimmee. This has been my simmee as a town noted for
second show here, and I its quality live theater, as
mainly think that we need to opposed to tourism, St.
get a consistent resident-di- Cloud, and cows .

PLAYERS FROM 5

United Parcel Service will
be acc~pti~g applic~tions for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
Excellent Pay - $8.00 an hour.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m., 5:30
p.m. or 11 :00 p.m., Monday through
Friday workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

•
•

Please sign up for an interview in
the Career Resource Center,
ADM Suite 124.
UPS is an equal opportunity employer.

•

WE CAN MAKE A WORLD OF DIFFERENCE.
Help us help them. ~ National Urban League, 500 E. 62nd St.,
New York, N. Y. 10021
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THIS
SATURDAY
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\

UCF V.S. N.W. MISSOURI STATE
2:00 FLORIDA CITRUS BOWL
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Name This UCF Student
and Win One Free
8x10 Po rt r a it

A 200-word essay
Mavbe there is
for
•
may bring a fortune a substitute
nee.
by Diana E. Della Costa

THE PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO

something they will not re11488 E. Colonial Dr.
member and don't care much
Union Park
about anyway." Consequently, the winning label
273 - 4640
should -grab the judges attention as well as capture
what the artist is trying to
convey.
McKean says the purpose
of the contest "is to bring
more young people into the
museum and to encourage
them to think about art."
Therefore the contest is the
open to anyone between the
ages of 15 to 25. He feels that
this is a unique way to get the
youth of today involved in art
and stated, "when we try
THIS SEMESTER
something like this. we never
ubscribe
w.ill
t Journal,
know how it will work. We
and enjoy ·tudent savings ol up to $48. That's quite
a
baixam.
especially
when~
con:;1der
what 11
always ask for opinions. We
really represt'lll:i: Tu1t1011 for the real world.
will all learn something ...
lro~be. caJJ aoo.257.000: Ext.1066 to0-rree.I
LOCAUNATIONAL PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE
In order to write about art, I Ornw.tlllf)Tfw.,.•11~'"1; ·~LSOOW.._W
I
I
ONE-WEEK Course
an individual must view art. I , "'". . ,. .
For this reason, the museum I :.1. M~ -I
Call For FREE Brochure
is giving all entrants a non- I ~·· _
I
transferable pass to the
~91 I
museum when paying ad- IL!:,~
,.__m1- '••TheWcill&reet.JoumaJ.
,., .,.
.::J
,,
---------mission. It will be good
San Sebasttan
· Square - Al tamonte Spnngs
·
through November 15 when
the contest•30
ends. Hoursdare4 L-----------~~~~!!!~~~~!!~!!~~~~~~~~~~
e.--..r..r..r..r..r..,..c,.o-_...,...r~..A>"'"J.>""....-~""°"'"J.:>""w"""~J"'"~..rJ"'
........
~J.:>"'"..-O--..r..r..r.AY"J"J"~..r..r..r...cr
......
....-.....................................................................
~
b etween 9 .
a.m. an
8
R
p.m. Tuesday through Sat- ~
NI
urday, and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. ~
·
on Sunday. The winner will g

Looking for that pot of gold
at the end of the rainbow? It
can be yours through the
Morse Museum's "Thousand
Dollar Competition." All you
have to do is write a 200word (or lesS) description of
an art piece. It can be on a
painting. a vase, a vignette
window. or anything else
displayed in the museum
during 1987.
On exhibit. are the most
famous works in glass of
Louis Tiffany, a master of Art
Nouveau. (This distinctive.
yet short-lived style originated around 1890 and became a new art form for the
next century.) According to
Tiffany's Biographer, the artist was a sort of rebel in his
time because he rejected "the
idea that great art must be an
individual effort and employed dozens of craftsmen
to help ...with his creations."
The contest's theme for
youth and young adults is
"What's in a Label?" This
should encourage the contestant to write something
that identifies an object of
art. "Many of the labels in our
museum are about as interesting as an obituary," says
Hugh
McKean,
the Park, held early in Decem- N
museum's director. He ex- ber. (Dates and times are to 8
plains '"what most young
-people want to know is why
and how art came about. The
labels usually tell them

BE A BARTENDER!
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Drinking and getting
behind the wheel
risks your life and
the lives of others on
the road. Driving in
Florida is a privilege,
not a right. Enjoy it
responsibly.
Sponsored by YellowCab Company,
AMember of Mears Transportation Group
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Vintage Clothing Company
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Leslie Jorgensen
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, Corifettt, is published by The
Central Florida FuJure, the student

newspaper of the University of
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Central Florida Future, P.O. Box
25000, University of Central
Flortda. Orlando, Flortda 32816.
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UCF school insignia in full color
permanently molded into ·highquality one-way mirror sunglass_es. Everyone can see the
insignia except you.
Be sure to buy a pair for Homecoming!

Available in a variety of styles and colors "exclusively" at

OFFICE PLUS

(located next to UC 6 Cinema)

275-3122

* $6.67witha10% discount for all UCF students and faculty • Available at this rice with this ad •
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